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Activities carried
out from November 2019 to May 2020
P.1 At school Level promotion of the Erasmus+ Project
& partnership
We started with the presentation
of our project to the teaching
staff, organizing tasks and roles
for those involved and also
accommodating the activities for
those not involved, so that they
act as support and help

three working groups were formed
with this criterion

1. two teachers who carry
out work for children aged
3 and 4
2. two teachers dedicated
to the group of 5 years

3. the group of support teachers when the teachers are traveling
for mobility

There was
no lack of
an
opportunity
to meet the
parents and
explain to
them that
the
activities
planned for
our Erasmus
+ project will have a strong impact on teaching, the project
objectives have been listed and described.

At the end
of
November
we went
to our
town to
explain
the
planned
activity,
the

collaboration with the "A.Moro" library and several articles were
published on the local newspapers online.
We put the project into e-twinning. Published the activities on
the school page

P.2 Erasmus+ corner creation – november 2019

Educational activities

The steps were various before proceeding with the
didactic activities, a programming was implemented
(see file “a book always dreams of ending up in good
hands) in which different psychological, pedagogical
and social aspects were studied, which go through
various aspects of fairy tales: the characters, the plot,
the landscape (on which we made a short video to
show the most important steps)
https://youtu.be/m9x05Vit78s

READING
Reading took place in several ways:
- Out loud
- From the narration of a grandmother
- With watching videos
- With audio listening
- Animated with the intervention of characters

The stories read
- Classic fairy tales: Snow White, Cinderella, Little
Red Riding Hood, the magic bean, the sleeping
beauty
- Known stories: Little Prince, Little yellow, little
blue, the pirate island
- Various stories: I like chocolate, Distrabella,
animal stories, Christmas stories, seasons

The reworking
-

Creation of lapbooks
Digital storytelling in different formats
Unstructured videos
Making a movie
Through team games
Realization of three-dimensional models

DIGITAL STORYTELLINGS

in this storytelling the children animated the story of
Piccolo Blu and Piccolo giallo by the writer Leo Lionni
with salt paste and voice
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbuzF27Ut7M

this video as realized in the Covid-19 time, for
finishing the project 4nature elements
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tDZyIwIyu0A&t=4s
short film on THE NOVEL 'treasure island': being able to
transform a classic of literature into a 'short film' has allowed
us to analyze, synthesize, act, but also to see how a book
transforms itself. Reading cannot and must not be boring, but
captivating and empowering to explore the world from
millions of points of view. In this video we managed to revive
a novel that was no longer read. A book always dreams of
ending up in good hands: yours! The course was developed as
part of the Erasmus project FOR THE REALIZATION OF
STORYTELLING WITH DIFFERENT LANGUAGES
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sIKhVlu9wOk

For the next year

For the next year the storytelling encouragement
project will be very rich and analytical.
It will accompany all phases of the school year from
the reception in September, to the seasons, to the
anniversaries, to the color project, to the art in fairy
tales.
in each, the documentation will be created in a
different language: a fairy tale joubox (robotics); with
coding; With theatrical performances; With the
Hyperdocs APP; with sewing workshop; with
photography and ceramics workshop

MOBILITY C-1 LATVIA
Mobility in Latvia could not happen, because the teachers
could not advance the money, since the funds had not
arrive

